AUSTRALIANS FOR THE RETURN OF
THE PARTHENON SCULPTURES

What men or gods are these:
Campaigning for the return of the Parthenon Sculptures
As at the date
of writing this
article, the writer
is heading to
Athens to attend
a major function
on the Parthenon
Sculptures
to
be held under
the auspices of
the
Athenians
Association and
to be officially
opened by the
President of the
Hellenic Republic.
This is an edited
and
abridged
version of the
paper which I hope to present to the conference.

A short history of the campaign

2016 marks the 200th anniversary of the transfer of the
sculptures to the British Museum.
Historically, the campaign goes way back to 1833 when
the first claim was made one year after independence
had been gained from the Ottoman Turks. In 1836 the
King of Greece sent a letter to the Greek delegation in
London referring to the “glory of Greece” and that the
sculptures’ removal was disputed in the name of human
rights. The British Foreign Office agreed in 1940 and
advised the UK Government accordingly.
It is commonly agreed that the late Melina Mercouri
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elevated
the
international profile
of the campaign for
return when she
went to London
in the early 1980s
and
demanded
the
sculptures’
return, amidst a
flurry of activity. It
has recently been
revealed that a
report from the
British
Foreign
Office
to
the
Embassy in Athens
ruefully admitted
that her visit had
been a PR triumph:
“On occasions her dramatic flourishes verged on the
histrionic, but she undoubtedly stole the limelight from
her protagonist, David Wilson of the British Museum,
most notably in a televised exchange of views between
the two … the Greek strategy is clearly to win the hearts
and minds of the British people before an approach is
made to the Government or Parliament.”
The same report concluded that the British authorities
were confident they could see off any legal challenge,
stating that the best defence was to argue that Lord
Elgin had saved the marbles from destruction by the
occupying Ottoman Turks and brought them back to
England “where they now formed an integral part of the
British national heritage”.
In The British Museum: A History (British Museum Press,
2002) Wilson somewhat presciently characterised the
campaign for the return of the Parthenon Marbles as
follows:
“After (Melina) Mercouri left office the demands
became less vociferous and ultimately died down, now
occasionally bursting into life for a few days as one side

or the other thinks up a new argument or puts a foot
wrong.”
How accurate has that assessment been?

Beware Greeks bearing museums

dismantling the ruins of one of the glories of Western
civilization, had robbed them of their meaning. No
longer could it be said that the Greeks had nowhere to
display the Marbles. The moment that was feared by
the British had arrived.

On 22 March 1991 the former Keeper of Greek and
Roman Antiquities at the British Museum, B M Cook,
sent a memo to the British Museum director which read
in part as follows:

But the anticipated lift in the campaign by the opening
of the new museum has not materialised. Whether
through complacency or an air of assumed invincibility,
Greek authorities have had to contend with a British
“The next phase of the campaign for repatriation is likely Museum which has aggressively re-invented itself.
to begin any time after the actual start of construction of The British Museum and reconstructing history
the new Acropolis Museum. The problem has not gone
away, it is merely in hibernation; and when it wakes up, By December 2002 the infamous Declaration of the
Importance of Universal Museums had been issued.
our successors will find that it is fiercer than before.”
Neil MacGregor freely admitted that the Parthenon
The New Acropolis Museum was finally completed and Sculptures dispute lay behind the declaration. He was
opened in 2009, many years after the promise of a reported to have said that “there was grave alarm at
new, breathtaking museum to be built within proximity the way Greece was applying political pressure over the
of the Acropolis and echoing its Classical grandeur. It Marbles and the idea that one Western country could
has almost universally been declared an architectural build a museum to house objects belonging to another”.
tour de force, a “geometrical marvel dedicated to
the celebration of antiquity” (in the words of the The The British Museum under the leadership of Neil
MacGregor had rebranded itself as a so-called universal
Guardian architectural critic, Jonathan Glancey).
museum – embodying the collective memory of
The museum engages in a constructive dialogue that mankind - and now it is the “museum of the world, for
reaches across centuries.
the world”. In an age of cultural terrorism the British
Museum has effectively declared that it is a ‘safe haven’
for antiquities that are endangered and uses this as
leverage in its projection of great political diplomatic
strength and the notion that culture can keep doors
open when traditional State-sponsored diplomacy fails.
But this “something for everyone’ pluralistic museum,
as the noted Anglo-Australian jurist Geoffrey Robertson
QC pointed out, has in the case of the sculptures simply
jumbled artefacts from all over the world in a display
that has no coherence. In the British Museum the
marbles are simply “titbits in a cultural smorgasbord”
whereas in the New Acropolis Museum they would
literally come to light.

Regrettably, blockbuster exhibitions and historical
revisionism are the new cultural order.
The recent Defining Beauty exhibition staged in a
separate exhibition hall within the British Museum
had seen six sculptures literally dragged out from the
The new museum would finally address the critics of Duveen Gallery under the pretext of displaying how the
return and mark the turning point in the campaign by Classical Greeks sculptured the ideal human body. The
highlighting in a most emphatic manner that Elgin, in Parthenon sculptures as a whole have been reduced
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to mere works of art, disassembled from the rest of
the collection, which now tell a different and novel
narrative in the ultimate ‘memory institution’, the British
Museum, replete with empty plinths, dismembered
sculptures and barren narratives.

Object 27

But objectification does not end there.

the UNESCO-driven request for mediation, pointing to
a “dynamic that has already been created in favour of
reuniting the Parthenon Marbles; a dynamic of which
both Great Britain and the international community
must take note”. The British finally dismissed the
idea of mediation in March 2015 when the United
Kingdom informed UNESCO that they did not believe
the application of the mediation procedure would
substantially carry forward this debate, effectively
reaffirming that the Parthenon Sculptures will never
voluntarily go back, not even on loan.
Despite the British side’s negative reaction, Greece
claims that it has not ceased pursuing the reuniting
of the Parthenon Marbles by all possible means, and
continues to call on the British side to reconsider its
position.

As part of its excursion down the path of historical
revisionism, the British Museum through MacGregor The Empire Museum Strikes Back
produced a work titled “The History of the World in
100 Objects” to justify its claims that the world can
be understood by looking at 100 separate art objects
under the British Museum’s roof. That exhibition has
just opened in the National Museum in Canberra (but
without Object 27).
Object 27 in the list was in fact the majestic centaur
rearing triumphantly over a vanquished lapith, a marble
relief from one of the metopes from the Parthenon.
According to MacGregor, this metope is part of a set
of sculptures that have “become so familiar and have
shaped so much of European thinking that it’s hard now
to recover their original impact”.
The viewer is then asked to compare what was
happening across the world at the time of Confucius.
Art without context; a sculpture lost in space.

The Parthenon Marbles at UNESCO - cultural
diplomacy ‘Catch-22’
According to the Greek Government’s official website,
Greece places particular emphasis on the functioning
of the UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee for
Promoting the Return of Cultural Property to its
Countries of Origin or its Restitution in Case of Illicit
Appropriation (ICPRCP), in what it describes as the
“ongoing negotiations with the British side regarding
the issue of the return of the Parthenon Marbles”.
Those meetings have been taking place, without any
movement whatsoever from the British side, for over
30 years. This is hardly surprising since the British
Museum has been represented – indeed, embedded
within the UK Ministry of Culture – and has essentially
orchestrated the predictable British response at each of
those meetings.
The Greek Government’s website formerly proclaimed
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In late 2014 the British Museum secretly negotiated a
short term loan of the pedimental sculpture Ilissos the
River God, a headless reclining sculpture of marbled
immortality that sat for centuries at one end of the
western pediment of the Parthenon, to the Hermitage
Museum in Russia, ostensibly to celebrate that museum’s
250th birthday and using the occasion to propagate the
idea that the sculptures in the Duveen Gallery are mere
art objects which are now detached, both historically
and artistically, from the Parthenon so that the British
Museum can do what it likes in terms of loaning parts of
the collection to anywhere in the world, except Greece.
This provocative move attracted considerable criticism
but the loan itself exemplified the self-legitimating
narrative of the British Museum over the last decade in
declaring itself to be a universal museum.

future. The British Government will not engage with
Greek requests for return.

As I wrote at the time, the Empire Museum strikes back.

The lengthy and detailed legal opinion which has since
appeared online offers a comprehensive moral and legal
argument for prosecuting the case for return.

The Litigation of the Marbles

The British Museum Act has effectively locked up all legal
remedies by the strict prohibition on deaccessioning and
so Greece has to look to international legal remedies
through either the European Court of Human Rights or
the International Court of Justice. As Geoffrey Robertson
has declared, “without litigation the Parthenon Marbles
will remain in the Duveen Gallery forever”.
According to Robertson, national cultural symbols which
are important to a nation’s self-identity are deserving of
protection under international law which is evolving and
which recognises the sovereign right to claim unique
cultural property of great historical significance taken in
the past.

The future of the international campaign
The campaign since the heady days of Melina Mercouri
has made little headway and needs a total rethink to
overcome what has become a seemingly perpetual
stalemate.
Here are some recommendations (some of which were
originally promoted in the paper which I prepared for
the Athens 2015 Colloquy):
In October 2014 at the invitation of the then Samarasled government, Geoffrey Robertson QC, together with
lawyers Professor Norman Palmer and Amal Clooney,
arrived in Athens in a flurry of publicity but with a simple
message: litigate or perish.
Contrary to views circulated by litigation denialist, the
lawyers were specifically requested by the Samaras
Government to draft an extensive legal opinion providing
Greece with a number of legal options to pursue the
return of the sculptures. That advice was eventually
completed and delivered to the new Government which
came to power in early 2015 but successive Culture
Ministers have effectively deemed litigation as a risky
exercise not worth taking. Although there have been
attempts to pull back from this negotiating precipice,
the damage has been done. The British sense that the
Greeks lack confidence in their own legal and moral
case for return and respond accordingly
But the momentum is slowly but surely shifting.
Recently, Robertson in reminding us that the Parthenon
and its sculptures are the “keys to our ancient history”,
took aim at the mindset that cultural diplomacy that
has failed Greece in the past will somehow prevail in the

1. A consistent and coherent strategy needs to
be devised to engage with the British at both
government to government and museum to
museum levels.
2. Greece needs to make the issue of the marbles
a strong bilateral and multilateral issue, marked
by periodic visits by the relevant Minister to the
British Museum to maintain the high profile of
the campaign. The spectre of Greek and British
foreign ministers holding substantive bilateral talks
but where no mention is made of the Parthenon
Marbles, must not reoccur.
3. There has to be a proper engagement with the
Greek diaspora and its international supporters to
take advantage of the museological, cultural, legal,
creative artistic, architectural and other talents
within the international campaign to elevate
the profile of the cause and help co-ordinate
the various groups and campaigners under the
auspices of the International Association that is
truly inclusive of all national committees.
4. The apparent lack of co-ordination between
the Ministry of Culture, the Parthenon Marbles
Advisory Committee and the International
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Association (and through it the various constituent
national committees) must be addressed.
5. The International Association, in concert with
the Greek Government, must take advantage of
the plethora of social media and communication
technology (facebook, twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest) by consolidating websites and social
media platforms as well as engaging traditional
media (eg. the Murdoch press) so as to pressure
the current ‘opinion gatekeepers’ within the British
Museum and the UK Government.
6. Greece might consider a blockbuster sculptural
exhibition of its own to highlight the perfection
of the sculpture and cultural literacy of Classical
Greece in collaboration with other famous
museums (eg Louvre, the Metropolitan, Vatican
Museum, Getty) to highlight that the Acropolis
Museum, and not the Parthenon Gallery in the
British Museum, is the centre of the Classical
world.
7. Cultural diplomacy – if it is to prevail – requires a
coherent and co-ordinated approach which is both
inclusive and collaborative and rises above petty
politicking and entrenched positions for both
State and non-State actors. By way of example,
the Armenian lobbying effort around the world
to recognise and commemorate the Armenian
Genocide on the occasion of the 100th anniversary
in April 2015 serves as a reminder that consistent
engagement, the delivery of a structured message
and strategic cultural and educational exchanges
can work provided the political will is also present.

property and cultural rights in the sculptures
that by their very creation and existence define
Greece’s nationhood and at the same time
epitomise a global cultural heritage, is not a forlorn
or dangerous strategy if properly understood.
10. As Geoffrey Robertson has noted, there is an
increasing jurisprudential recognition, aided by
conventions and state practice (otherwise known
as customary international law) of the critical
value of cultural treasures to national sovereignty,
identity and dignity and consequently of the
sovereign right of nations to possess and enjoy the
keys to their ancient history by way of recovering
from foreign museums or private collections their
national cultural symbols.
11. Greece could seek an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice. Even if it were to
lose on a technicality, it does not follow that it
would have lost the whole campaign. The case
can be brought again. Customary law may not
have evolved as much as Greece would like, but it
can try again when it has fully evolved.
12. Indeed, to the claim that it will take a long time
Geoffrey Robertson has asked rhetorically: “how
long is never?”

Conclusion
The Acropolis, as a beacon of the past, is an example of
how the past is perceived as complete. It is not simply
an historical monument but is conceptualised as history
itself.

The sculptures from the Parthenon continue to represent
8. Greece cannot afford to rule anything in or out as an ideal that was never lost or ruined; rather, despite
the changing cultural and diplomatic landscape the lapse of history and the marbles’ alienation from
in both the UK and Greece demands a flexible their origin and despite their incomplete, broken and
response, diplomatic panache and a cogent fragmented state, the ideal embodied by the Parthenon
litigation strategy if cultural public diplomacy fails. Sculptures continues to exist through time and in the
romantic imagination.
9. All options must therefore remain on the table.
A legal challenge in an international court, based It’s time to recover the Marbles.
on the developing principles of international
George Vardas September 2016
customary law and in recognising Greece’s legal
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